**HIV in Pregnancy**

**First prenatal visit**
- Notify Peds Social Worker and Tom Belhorn at delivery
- Consult Pager
- Schedule in Mon AM MFM Fellows Clinic

**Subsequent visits**
- If CD4 < 200, give PCP prophylaxis (Bactrim DS QD)¹
- If CD4 < 50, add prophylaxis (Azithromycin 1200mg) ²
- Obtain monthly viral load, CBC, chemistry, LFTs, CD4 count q3 months if baseline CD4 is < 300.
- Begin post-partum contraception counseling
- If evidence of AIDS or worsening disease, perform growth scans monthly starting at 28 weeks
- Growth scan at 32 weeks

**Post-partum**
- If CD4 < 200, give PCP prophylaxis (Bactrim DS QD)¹
- If CD4 < 50, add prophylaxis (Azithromycin 1200mg) ²
- Obtain monthly viral load, CBC, chemistry, LFTs, CD4 count q3 months if baseline CD4 is < 300.
- Begin post-partum contraception counseling
- If evidence of AIDS or worsening disease, perform growth scans monthly starting at 28 weeks
- Growth scan at 32 weeks

**UNC Notes**
A When ordering a genotype, write in comments “OK by Dr. Farel”.
B Notify Dr. Rahangdale (pager 919-347-0453) and refer to Clinic (919-966-7199).
C Schedule in Mon AM MFM Fellows Clinic
D Consult Pager 919-216-0626
E Contact Dr. Rahangdale if not giving IV AZT or if patient desires breastfeeding
F Notify Peds Social Worker and Tom Belhorn at delivery
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Notification to Users
These algorithms are designed to assist the primary care provider in the clinical management of a variety of problems that occur during pregnancy. They should not be interpreted as a standard of care, but instead represent guidelines for management. Variation in practices should take into account such factors as characteristics of the individual patient, health resources, and regional experience with diagnostic and therapeutic modalities. The algorithms remain the intellectual property of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill School of Medicine. They cannot be reproduced in whole or in part without the expressed written permission of the school.
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